Supply Chain
Resilience
VULNERABILITIES CHECKLIST
Your supply chains expose your business to risks from vulnerabilities throughout the chains. Through fully
understanding where those might be, you can establish robust processes to help mitigate them. Below are
some questions you can use to help you think through your specific situations. These are split into the six
stages of the procurement journey; Supply, Receive, Make, Store, Deliver, Return.

Which overseas suppliers supply critical products into your supply chain?
Where are they located?

Supply

Are there opportunities to source these strategic items from alternative suppliers?
Do your suppliers ever struggle to meet your forecast and agreed lead times?
What are the reasons for this?

What are the manufacturing, regulatory and transport lead times for your suppliers?

Receive

Do your imports come through a congested port or busy road transport network?
Is there a chance of new tariff or non-tariff barriers?
How much resilience does your current stockpile of materials provide against supply
chain disruptions? What is your buffer time?

Are there substitutes available which fix some of the issues above?

Make
UK

Is there a possibility to fulfil the demand more locally or from another supplier at short
notice if necessary?
Is there a susceptibility to labour or raw material shortages for current suppliers?
Is skilled labour required for your manufacture?

For more information and advice on supply chain resilience, visit
www.cpni.gov.uk/safeguarding-supply
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Are there any steps you can take to maximise storage, such as storing sub-assemblies
rather than raw materials/finished products?

Store

How much stock is there in the UK already (consider raw materials as well as finished
products)? Are there any associated costs with this?
What is the feasibility of adapting your inventory policy to stockpile an appropriate
buffer (consider shelf life and storage space/cost)?

Are there constraints in delivery within the UK (e.g. special handling or transport,
specific ports required)?

Deliver

Are there any reverse logistics opportunities where you can re-use any
part of the supply chain and/or reduce waste?

Return

Have you considered the disposal/recycling process and its resource
implications/benefits?

For more information and advice on supply chain resilience, visit
www.cpni.gov.uk/safeguarding-supply

Disclaimer: The information contained herein is intended as an information
guide only, it does not purport to be exhaustive, and should not be relied on as
a substitute for your own research or independent advice. Whilst DIT has used
all reasonable care in producing it, DIT makes no representations and provides
no guarantee as to its accuracy or completeness.
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